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Abstract. Political discussions—especially when they involve disagreement—have the potential
to decrease polarization and better inform the public. Yet people are strongly averse to them. We
propose that this aversion is driven primarily not by an aversion to disagreement but by an aversion
to heated discussions. Further, we propose that the benefits of political discussions depend on
whether the discussion is heated or calm. Using four survey experiments (N=1,804; N=1,000;
N=391; N=1,045), we find support for these expectations and demonstrate the importance of tone
in discussion engagement, processes, and outcomes. Our results show that tone drives a sizeable
proportion of political discussion avoidance and is a key moderator in determining if disagreeable
discussions are beneficial. Thus, our findings imply that political discussions only have the power
to decrease polarization and inform the public if they are calm enough for people to engage in, and
reap the benefits of, the interaction.
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Introduction
Worries about the current state of America include concerns about rising levels of affective and
social polarization—whereby partisans dislike, distrust, and want to socially avoid out-partisans
(see Iyengar et al. 2019 for review). These types of attitudes can lead to dehumanization of outpartisans (Cassese 2021; Martherus et al. 2021) as well as political sectarianism, or the “othering,
aversion, and moralization” of political groups (see Finkel et al. 2020). Other concerns include a
more policy-based polarization whereby partisans have increasingly party-aligned views (e.g.,
Webster and Abramowitz 2017; but see Fiorina, Abrams, and Pope 2008), as well as concerns
about how people navigate politics, representative democracy, anti-democratic attitudes, support
for political violence, and susceptibility to fake news (Finkel et al. 2020; Kingzette et al. 2021; but
see Broockman, Kalla, and Westwood 2020).
One potential solution to these ills is more political discussion, especially across party lines.
These types of discussions have been shown to increase tolerance of others and their views (e.g.,
Allport 1954; Kalla and Broockman 2020; Levendusky and Stecula 2021; Mutz 2006; Pettigrew
and Tropp 2006; Rossiter 2022); moderate political attitudes and decrease partisan motivated reasoning (Klar 2014); and increase learning (e.g., Ognyanova 2020), as people often learn about
politics through political discussion (Carlson 2019). These findings align with research noting that
discussing politics is vital to democracy (Almond and Verba 1963; Delli Carpini, Cook, and Jacobs
2004). In fact, Iyengar et al. (2019) suggest this exact solution:
“One potentially promising strand of research is to build on the insights of intergroup contact theory (Pettigrew & Tropp 2011) and examine whether constructive
engagement between Democrats and Republicans could potentially reduce partisan
animus. This is also related to a long tradition of work showing that diverse social
networks—which expose individuals to different political points of view—foster
tolerance for opposing viewpoints, which should also ameliorate affective polarization (Mutz 2002).”
Yet people hate discussing politics, especially across party lines. Research finds that most people
try to avoid discussing politics generally (Carlson and Settle 2022; Huckfeldt et al. 2013; Mutz
2002, 2006)—and that this avoidance is stronger for discussions with out-partisans (Carlson and
Settle 2022; Settle and Carlson 2019), but also exists with in-partisans (Klar, Krupnikov, and Ryan
2018). Recent research even finds that partisans feel less out-party animus when they are told outpartisans rarely discuss politics (Druckman et al. 2022; see also Klar et al. 2018).
This avoidance of political discussion has two important implications. First, it suggests that
political discussions may not be the cure to democratic ills—given how averse people are to having
them. Second, this avoidance harms social relationships. Research finds that avoiding political
discussions because of underlying disagreement can strain familial relationships (Chen and Rohla
2018; Warner, Colaner, and Park 2021) and lead to shorter Thanksgiving dinners (Frimer and
Skitka 2020). Further, Warner et al. (2021) find that having these discussions can improve relationships. Thus, the very discussions that have the power to improve society are being avoided by
most people.
We propose, though, that this disengagement is largely driven by the avoidance of the
heated tone with which political discussions—especially when they involve disagreement—can
occur. Further, we propose that when political discussions are heated, they will be less beneficial
than when they are calm. We test these expectations with four surveys experiments and find substantial evidence for the importance of tone in political discussion. We find, for example, that
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people have a strong aversion to heated political discussions—even more so than to disagreement—and that heated tones undermine the benefits of political disagreements, suggesting an important moderator in determining the outcomes of disagreeable interactions. Further, we find that
while only the conflict averse (sometimes) avoid disagreement in political discussions, both the
conflict averse and the conflict acceptant avoid heated political discussions—and both to a greater
extent than they avoid disagreement.
Our findings have important implications for understanding polarization and political interactions. It is not necessarily disagreement that is driving people away from having important
political discussions—it is the heated tones with which political discussions, especially when they
involve disagreement, can occur. Thus, how we talk about politics is vitally important to if people
want to engage in these discussions, how they unfold, and the benefits people receive from them.
Our research suggests that we do not merely need more political discussion across party lines to
cure some of democracy’s ills, but more calm political discussions across party lines—we need
people to simply calm down.

Theoretical Expectations
Political Discussions. In this piece we focus on informal political discussions—or, what Mansbridge (1999) terms “everyday talk.” This is different from political deliberation (see Elster and
Przeworski 1998), which is more formal and requires certain conditions be met.1 The discussions
we examine, however, include informal in-person and online discussions with friends, family, acquaintances, or even strangers (see Walsh 2004).2 As Mansbridge (1999) explains, “Everyday talk,
if not always deliberative, is nevertheless a crucial part of the full deliberative system” (pg. 211).
Scholars have long believed these discussions are important for the transmission of political information, moderation of attitudes, feelings towards outgroups, and social relationships, with
some even noting that it can be used as an “indicator of democratic health” (Delli Carpini et al.
2004). Downs’ (1957) economic theory of democracy, for example, identifies everyday conversation as an important source of “free” information that helps inform citizens about who to vote for.3
Indeed, Ognyanova (2020) finds that having high-frequency general conversation partners can
1

Although we do not examine this, we believe that tone should not vary much in deliberative contexts,
where moderators and rules should keep tone largely calm. Thus, tone should be less important for how
deliberations unfold.
2
We believe tone should matter similarly in each of these informal discussion contexts, including in both
online and in-person contexts. We do briefly examine the online versus in-person dynamic as an exploratory
endeavor in Empirics 1, but we leave a more thorough examination for future research. To speculate,
though, because online discussions do not have the same set of social norms that guide in-person discussions
(see Bail 2021), it is likely that the former are more heated than the latter (see Barnidge 2017; Coe, Kenski,
and Rains 2014), where social norms should keep discussions relatively more calm. Indeed, this is what we
find in Empirics 1. This suggests that people would be more averse to online discussions and reap less
benefits from them because (among other things) they are more heated on average. Conversely, the social
norms that largely guide in-person discussion likely improve the quality of discussion by encouraging a
more calm tone, mitigating people’s discussion aversion as well as promoting more beneficial outcomes.
Likewise, any context in which calm tones are encouraged by civic and conversational norms should improve the quality of the discussion. Future research should examine these dynamics.
3
Although see Connors, Pietryka, and Ryan (2022) for how motivations influence how useful these interpersonal interactions are (see also Ahn, Huckfeldt, and Ryan 2014).
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spread political knowledge, which can also help mitigate the information losses and distortions
associated with single-channel political communication (Carlson 2018, 2019). In fact, the mere
anticipation of political conversation can improve political knowledge as much as the actual content of the discussion itself (Eveland 2004). Although political discussions with one’s social network can exacerbate polarization (Druckman, Levendusky and McClain 2018), when these discussions involve outpartisans they can promote learning (Eveland and Hively 2009) as well as
decrease partisan motivated reasoning and moderate attitudes (Klar 2014).
Beyond learning and attitude moderation, though, discussing politics with contrasting
viewpoints can improve feelings towards outgroups, something noted as early as Allport’s (1954)
classic intergroup contact hypothesis. These discussions can increase people’s value in the free
exchange of ideas and thus tolerance of others and their ideas (see Huckfeldt, Mendez, and Osborn
2004; Huckfeldt et al. 2013; Mutz 2002, 2006; Mutz and Mondak 2006; Pattie and Johnston 2008).
For example, Kalla and Broockman (2020) find that face-to-face conversations have the power to
reduce exclusionary attitudes and Levendusky and Stecula (2021), Rossiter (2022), and
Wojcieszak and Warner (2020) find that they have the power to decrease affective polarization
(but see Busby 2021). These types of findings are behind Iyengar et al.’s (2019) recommendation
for interparty contact to improve out-party attitudes.
Lastly, discussing politics—especially when there is disagreement—is important to our
social lives. Underlying political disagreement in familial and social relationships often leads people to avoid talking about politics. For example, research has found that politically diverse Thanksgiving dinners were shorter than politically uniform ones, controlling for other factors (Frimer and
Skitka 2020). Behavioral data confirms this, finding that people speak less to out-party family
members, especially after contentious elections (Chen and Rohla 2018). Similarly, Warner et al.
(2021) explain how political disagreements within families can lead people to avoid political discussion and thus communication generally, which ultimately hurts shared family identity.
Although scholars do note the trade-off of disagreeable discussions for participation (Mutz
2006, though see Bello 2012, Nir 2011, and Sumaktoyo 2021) as well as identify ways in which
these conversations can instead increase the salience of identity and negative out-group feelings
in group settings (Walsh 2004; see also Settle 2018; Wojcieszak and Warner 2020),4 many of these
results demonstrate how discussing politics, especially when there is disagreement, is beneficial
to society (e.g., Mutz and Mondak 2006; Kwak et al. 2005; Minozzi et al. 2020; Pattie and Johnston
2008). As Mutz (2006) summarizes, “hearing the other side has long been considered important
for democratic citizens” (pg. 9).
However, research finds that most people do not want to discuss politics (e.g., Carlson and
Settle 2022; Huckfeldt et al. 2013), even distancing themselves from people in their social network
who do (see Klar et al. 2018) and lowering their out-party animus to those who don’t (Druckman
et al. 2022). Although the “disappointing frequency of cross-cutting conversations” (Mutz 2006,
pg. 61)5 is not just driven by disagreement, disagreement within these discussions makes people
even more averse to them (Settle and Carlson 2019). People even use apolitical cues to draw inferences about people’s political beliefs and then use those inferences to guide decisions about
4

This also suggests that there are conditions under which political discussions are useful versus detrimental
(see also Allport 1954 and Carlson and Settle 2022). In fact, Connors et al. (2022) find that individual
motivations shape whether interpersonal interactions are normatively beneficial or harmful. Similarly, we
argue that tone shapes whether political discussions are beneficial or harmful.
5
At the time of writing at least, the lack of cross-cutting exposure was even more pronounced among
whites, the highly educated, and those with higher incomes (Mutz 2006).
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whether they will interact with them—when they infer disagreement, they are less likely to do so
(Lee 2021; see also Carlson and Settle 2022 and Huckfeldt and Sprague 1995).
This tendency to avoid discussing politics with contrasting viewpoints is driven by various
factors, largely related to the idea that for most people these discussions are uncomfortable and
costly (Carlson and Settle 2022). This can be true both for those politically- and socially-motivated. For those more politically-motivated, avoiding the “other side’s” opinions (Frimer, Skitka,
and Motyl 2017) can help meet affirmation goals as well as maintain social distance from outpartisans (Iyengar et al. 2019). And for those more socially-motivated—i.e., most people—these discussions can feel especially uncomfortable and risky (Carlson and Settle 2022), a feeling that is
exacerbated when covering divisive topics that provoke visceral reactions (Goodin 2006)6 and for
those who do not feel especially competent (Conover, Searing, and Crewe 2002), are not especially
interested in politics (Klar and Krupnikov 2016), or are in the interaction’s opinion minority (Carlson and Settle 2022). Further, as polarization increases, individuals with contrasting views are
even less likely to share their opinions and more likely to cut off conversations with those who
disagree with them (Wells et al. 2017). Thus, the very discussions researchers hope could improve
polarization (Iyengar et al. 2019) will happen less often because of polarization.
Research also finds that discussion aversion—while quite common and exacerbated by individual and contextual aspects—also varies by individual with one’s level of conflict orientation
(see Ulbig and Funk 1999 and Testa, Hibbing, and Ritchie 2014). Conflict orientation measures
one’s comfort with conflict, where people range from conflict averse to conflict acceptant. Thus,
this trait often shapes both how often people engage in political discussion as well as how people
react in political conversations and the outcomes of them (Carlson and Settle 2022; Conover et al.
2002; Doherty et al. 2019; Huckfeldt and Mendez 2008; Mutz 2006; Sydnor 2019a).
Doherty et al. (2019), for example, find that the conflict averse believe disagreeable discussions are less interesting and informative while more stressful and frustrating—suggesting that
the conversational risks noted earlier are (at least perceived to be) higher for the conflict averse.
Indeed, Carlson and Settle (2022) find that the conflict averse perceive more risks and less value
in certain conversations and are more likely to deflect or avoid conversations. Lastly, Sydnor
(2019a) finds that conflict orientation shapes how people respond to discussion incivility. This
research highlights the importance of conflict orientation in discussion aversion, noting perhaps
the most important individual-level trait in determining how likely someone is to engage in political discussion.
Thus, most people want to avoid talking about politics.7 This aversion is shaped by individual variation (e.g., in conflict orientation), general context (e.g., societal polarization), and discussion-specific context (e.g., discussion disagreement). Yet research on the value of these discussions (e.g., Mutz 2006) as well as research suggesting these discussions could be a cure to democratic ills (e.g., Iyengar et al. 2019) demonstrate the importance of understanding what drives this
disengagement. Further, examining what variables shape how beneficial disagreeable discussions
are could suggest if more of these discussions are really the cure—or if there are conditions under
which they are harmful rather than beneficial (a goal noted in Carlson and Settle’s [2022] recent
book on political discussions). In fact, in explaining the importance of discussion disagreement,
Pattie and Johnston (2008) note that some discussions may be “extremely undesirable” and create
6

Although, conversely, emotions can also motivate political discussion (Wolak and Sokhey 2022).
Walsh (2004), however, notes that people often talk about politics without realizing they are doing so
and Carlson and Settle (2022) note that political discussions occur quite often.
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greater division rather than bridge gaps. Indeed: Wojcieszak and Warner (2020) find that interpersonal interactions must be positive or else they will instead amplify outparty hostility.
Tone. We expect that people’s willingness to engage in political discussions, as well as the processes and outcomes of these discussions, are determined not just by conflict orientation, whether
the discussion is disagreeable,8 and other aforementioned variables, but by the tone of the conversation (i.e., whether it is heated or calm). By “tone” we mean the overall feel of the discussion—
this could involve incivility (see Mutz and Reeves 2005); as well as anger (see Webster 2020 and
Webster, Connors, and Sinclair 2022), among other emotions; and/or even the volume with which
the discussion takes place and intensity with which people are speaking.9
Previous research suggests that tone should matter (e.g., Sydnor 2019a). First, research
finds that the public reacts to tone-related behavior at the elite level. Mutz and Reeves (2005), for
example, show how witnessing others’ incivility on TV reduces trust in government, and Druckman et al. (2019) show that media incivility influences polarization—where out-party incivility
polarizes and in-party incivility depolarizes. Similarly, Huddy and Yair (2021) find that witnessing
elites’ either hostile or warm interactions influences affective polarization.10
Second—and more relevant to our particular endeavor—research finds that tone-related
behavior can drive people away from politics, suggesting it could also drive people away from
political discussion. Studies have shown that the intensity of today’s political climate is a motivator
behind people’s dislike of politics and the politically engaged (Krupnikov and Ryan 2022; see also
Klar et al. 2018; Klar and Krupnikov 2016). Krupnikov and Ryan (2022), for example, demonstrate that the discussions people witness on the news are heated (i.e., intense and angry) and suggest that these types of interactions help to fuel the “other divide” between the “deeply involved”
and everyone else. Similarly, in examining why people distance themselves from others in their
social network whom they disagree with, Carlson and Settle (2022) note that people have done
this in order to “avoid discussions that led to anger, frustration, and confrontation” (pg. 189).
Lastly, research also demonstrates that the success of political interactions depends on variables related to tone. For example, Warner et al. (2021) find that “respecting divergent opinions”—including respecting one’s beliefs and active listening—is the only effective strategy to
deal with political disagreement.11 Similarly, Masullo and Kim (2021) show that when comments
attempting to correct misinformation are uncivil, people dislike out-partisans even more than they
already do. Further, Peacock (2019) finds that conflict causes people to avoid expressing their
opinion in conversations, especially when their conversational partner is perceived as being uncivil. Even in Kalla and Broockman’s (2020) findings on reducing exclusionary attitudes with
8

For ease of understanding the effect of tone, we conceptualize disagreement as either occurring or not
(i.e., as dichotomous)—yet note that other research uses a more nuanced approach to disagreement by conceptualizing it as continuous (Klofstad et al. 2013).
9
Although determining which factors drive the effect of tone is not the goal of this manuscript, we do
examine people’s conceptions of tone in Study 1 using these (as well as other) factors. We leave isolating
the effect of these components for future research and instead focus on the overall effect of tone on the
occurrence, processes, and outcomes of discussions.
10
In comparison, they find that witnessing elites compromising on policy has no effect on affective polarization.
11
The other mechanisms they explored were: supportive communication (family supports political
choices); inappropriate self-disclosure (family talks too much about politics); and emphasizing divergent
values (family emphasizes conflict).
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conversations, they note that the conversations must involve “non-judgmentally exchanging narratives.” And Levendusky and Stecula’s (2021) finding that these discussions can reduce affective
polarization have the added nuance that their most influential treatment was that of engaging in
“civil discussion” across party lines.
Indeed, Carlson and Settle (2022) note that goals of accuracy, affirmation, and (mostly)
affiliation can shape people’s willingness to engage (and how they act) in political discussions—
a heated tone could cripple at least two of these goals, as people might learn less (accuracy) and
relationships with others might be threatened (affiliation) in heated discussions. This further suggests that heated tones should shape people’s engagement and behavior in political discussions, as
they may attenuate the effect of accuracy goals in motivating engagement (if people assume they
will learn less in heated conversations) as well as heighten concerns about affiliation. In fact,
Conover et al. (2002) note how social concerns about discussions can be exacerbated when discussions become heated, explaining: “A few people ‘like heated discussions’…But far more worry
about the social consequences of contentiousness” (pg. 55).
Thus, these findings suggest both that tone can drive disengagement and that heated tones
may make interactions less beneficial—or even harmful. Inspired by this research, we expect tone
to matter in willingness to engage in political discussions as well as the processes and outcomes
of these discussions. In particular, first, we expect that people view heated and calm political discussions as markedly different from one another—for this tone distinction to be as important as
we propose it is, people should conceptualize heated and calm political discussions differently.
Second, we expect that people can have disagreements that are both calm and heated—if all disagreements are heated, then we are likely conflating disagreement and tone. But if people report
having calm disagreements as well as heated disagreements, this suggests that within disagreement, tone can vary.
Third, we expect that, controlling for disagreement, people are more averse to heated than
calm political discussions—this is the crux behind the idea that people avoid political discussions
and disagreement in order to avoid potentially heated interactions. This could suggest that previous
findings on the effect of disagreement may have conflated tone and disagreement—where the former may have driven a proportion of the effects, as people assumed that disagreement would lead
to heated tones. Related to this, we will test the relative aversion to tone and disagreement to see
which more strongly drives discussion disengagement. Fourth, we expect that tone matters for all
levels of conflict orientation—here we also compare this potential relationship to disagreement’s
relationship with conflict orientation. Lastly, we expect that heated disagreeable discussions are
more negative experiences, involve more harmful behavior, and lead to less positive outcomes
than calm disagreeable discussions. Finding support for these expectations would suggest an important and missing piece to research on political discussion.
Delineating these expectations into the particular research questions we examine here, we
outline the following five research questions:
Research Question 1 (Conceptualizing Tone): How do people conceptualize heated versus calm conversations, do people perceive differences between heated and calm political
discussions, and do people perceive bigger differences between discussions that are heated
versus calm or agreeable versus disagreeable?
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Research Question 2 (Discussion Occurrence): Do people report having both heated or
calm political disagreements, do they have one more than the other, and does this vary by
whether they are online or in-person?
Research Question 3 (Discussion Aversion): Do heated tones (as compared to calm
tones) make people more averse to political discussions and is this effect of tone on discussion aversion stronger than the effect of disagreement?
Research Question 4 (Conflict Orientation): Does conflict orientation moderate the effect of tone on discussion aversion or does tone only matter for the conflict averse? As a
comparison, does conflict orientation moderate the effect of disagreement on discussion
aversion or does disagreement only matter for the conflict averse?
Research Question 5 (Processes and Outcomes): Are heated disagreements more negative than calm disagreements in terms of processes and outcomes (i.e., do heated disagreements elicit more negative language in recalling or imagining the discussion, more negative
reactions in the recalled scenario, and/or more negative beliefs following the recalled or
imagined scenario)?

Empirical Approach
To answer these five research questions, we ran four online survey experiments with U.S. adults,
using both convenience samples (Prolific and Lucid) who took the survey on Qualtrics and a national stratified sample from YouGov (Cooperative Election Study [CES]).12 Our goal was to understand how people conceptualize heated and calm political discussions, the proportion of political disagreements people have that are heated versus calm, how tone influences people’s willingness to engage in political discussions as well as the outcomes of those discussions, and how the
effect of tone relates to disagreement as well as is shaped by conflict orientation.
Study 1 (N=1,804) was run in May, 2022 on Lucid and asked respondents to help conceptualize different types of discussions, varying disagreement and tone. Study 1 also asked respondents the proportion of political disagreements they engage in that are heated versus calm, but varied
whether these discussions were online or in-person. Lastly, Study 1 asked respondents about engagement in political discussion while controlling for issue content (Rossiter 2021) and disagreement. Study 2 (N=1,000) was run in November and December, 2021 with CES and Study 3
(N=391) was run in November, 2021 on Prolific. These studies asked respondents about a future
discussion, varying whether that discussion included disagreement or agreement and if it was
heated or calm and examining how these two factors (disagreement and tone) influence respondents’ likelihood of participating in the discussion. Studies 2 and 3 not only explicitly examined the
effect of disagreement in comparison to tone but also incorporated conflict orientation (see Ulbig
and Funk 1999). Further, Study 2 asked respondents the proportion of political disagreements they
engage in that are heated versus calm. Lastly, Study 4 (N=1,045) was run in September, 2020 on
Prolific. It used recall and imagination tasks to examine how respondents react to political disagreements that are heated versus those that are calm, including how they treat others, learn, and
12

See Appendix for discussion of platforms, sample demographics, and data quality. Studies named in order
of presentation.
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feel about their discussion partners—outcomes that previous research on discussions have looked
at. Full survey questionnaires can be found in Appendices A, B, C, and D.
One concern about our approach may be that our studies were online and used recall and
imagination rather than actual discussion engagement. Yet the nature of our study allowed us to
not be restricted by geographic limitations—increasing our external validity—and the recall and
imagination tasks allowed us increased control over our treatments—increasing our internal validity (Shadish, Cook, and Campbell 2002). For example, our goal in Study 4 was to manipulate the
tone of political discussions, and while we could attempt this by using a confederate to help guide
tone, this would prove a difficult task for one person to accomplish. Once those assigned to a calm
treatment had one person alter the tone to be more heated, those participants would no longer be
in a calm discussion, even though they were assigned to one. This possibility is more likely with
online discussions (Settle 2018), as they are generally more hostile (Barnidge 2017) and less civil
(Coe et al. 2014) than in-person discussions. Lastly, we felt comfortable with our approach because
research shows that imagined experiences can elicit emotional responses to real-world situations
(Dadds, Bovbjerg, Redd, and Cutmore 1997), and imagined intergroup contact functions largely
the same way as it does in the real world (see Crisp and Turner 2009).
Of course we realize that randomly assigning actual discussions could offer more realism
and potentially stronger treatment effects. There is always a trade-off in design choice (see Shadish
et al. 2002; see also Mutz 2006 who discusses issues with deliberative polls, causal inference, and
external validity), and future research could vary this particular choice. However, we feel that once
we acknowledge that our estimates will likely be conservative—as we are asking about hypothetical events and surveying people after recalling or imagining conversations, rather than just having
actually had them—our method of examining political discussions could be a promising one. Thus,
our hope is to not use our approach as a one-shot method, but for the field to continue to use it to
examine an area that is relatively under-studied, potentially because of the onerous task at hand in
randomly assigning social interactions at a level that allows for valid statistical tests.

Empirics 1: Conceptualizing and Contextualizing Tone
In this section we use Studies 1 and 2 to conceptualize tone and assess the proportion of political
disagreements that are heated versus calm. In particular, we examine Research Question 1 (Conceptualizing Tone) and Research Question 2 (Discussion Occurrence). We first ask how people
conceptualize heated versus calm conversations, if people perceive differences between heated and
calm political discussions, and if they perceive bigger differences between those that are heated
versus calm or agreeable versus disagreeable. Next we ask if people report having both heated or
calm disagreements, if they have one more than the other, and if this varies by whether they are
online or in-person.
We do this as a conceptualization endeavor, but also to examine where respondents see
dividing lines in political discussions: by disagreement, by tone, or by both? Further, by asking
respondents the proportion of disagreements that are heated versus calm we can address the worry
that all disagreements are perceived as heated—if this were the case, respondents would report
that most or all disagreements are heated, which would suggest that tone and disagreement cannot
be disentangled. Yet, as we will show, this is not the case. Our findings here thus demonstrate that
people do recognize the difference between (for example) a calm disagreement and a heated disagreement and that they have had both.
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First, then, we conceptualize tone using data from Study 1 (N=1,804), where we randomly
assigned respondents to one of four conditions, varying both tone and disagreement and asking
respondents: “What do you think of when you think of a [heated/calm] political discussion where
people [agree/disagree]?” Respondents were given a variety of words to choose from and could
choose as many as they liked (see Appendix A).
The most chosen descriptors (see Table 1) help to illustrate what happens in these discussions (see also Empirics 4). Although there is some heterogeneity in people’s perceptions that
should be investigated in future research, here we focus on the general findings of associational
differences between these four types of discussions. Heated political discussions are associated
with loud voices, anger, and lack of reason—and heated disagreeable discussions also include
incivility and anxiety, while heated agreeable discussions also include interest and people listening. Calm political discussions—both agreeable and disagreeable—are associated with respect,
civility, people listening, reason, and interest.
These data also demonstrate quantitatively (see Table A1) that across all 16 descriptors,
heated discussions are more negative than calm discussions and that the effect of tone on both
negative and positive descriptors is stronger than that of disagreement—sometimes more than 4 or
5 times the size (reasoned, civil, people listening, and respect) or significant when disagreement
is not (quiet and non-emotional). Heated discussions are louder, less quiet, angrier, more anxietyridden, sadder, less non-emotional, less reasoned, more unreasonable, more uncivil, less civil, less
fun, less interesting, more unenjoyable, more terrible, less respectful, and have less people listening (see Table A1).
Table 1. Descriptors of Political Discussions
Condition
Word 1
Word 2
Word 3
Word 4
Heated, Agree
Loud voices Interesting
Anger (121) People listen(188)
(144)
ing (111)
Heated, Disagree Loud voices Anger (231) Uncivil
Unreasonable
(273)
(205)
(191)
Calm, Agree
Respect
Civil (249)
People lis- Reasoned
(288)
tening (249) (222)
Calm, Disagree
Respect
People lis- Civil (250)
Reasoned
(276)
tening (257)
(232)

Word 5
Unreasonable (101)
Anxiety
(174)
Interesting
(208)
Interesting
(202)

Table shows the most chosen descriptors in each condition along with the number of respondents who
chose that descriptor.

We next examine the proportion of heated versus calm political disagreements. Study 2 asked a
third of respondents (N=348) to estimate the proportion of political disagreements they have had
that have been calm versus heated. On a scale from “all have been heated” (1) to “all have been
calm” (100), the average response (using survey weights) was 53.55 (SD=22.29)—demonstrating
that people are largely having a mix of heated and calm disagreements, but that they are actually
more calm than heated (p=.030). Study 1 (N=1,804) asked the same question, but randomized
participants to be asked about online or in-person conversations. On a scale from “all have been
heated” (0) to “all have been calm” (100), the average response in both conditions was 57.63
(SD=24.91)—demonstrating again that people have more calm than heated political disagreements
(p<.001). Splitting this up by condition, we find—unsurprisingly, given previous findings—that
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people have more heated disagreements online (55.38, SD=25.64) than in person (59.75,
SD=24.00; difference: p<.001), although both are more often calm than heated (both p<.001).13
Together, these data help to conceptualize tone—how people perceive heated versus calm
political discussions—as well as to demonstrate that people have both calm and heated political
disagreements—although they have more calm than heated disagreements, especially when they
are in person. This demonstrates that not all political disagreements are heated—that it is possible
to have calm political disagreements. In fact, people have more calm disagreements than heated
disagreements. It also shows when political disagreements occur, people are not inferring a heated
tone. Instead, they seem both able to differentiate heated disagreements from calm disagreements
as well as to conceptualize the two differently, where the former are associated with loud voices,
emotions (including anger and anxiety), incivility, and a lack of reason—and the latter are associated with quite the opposite: respect, people listening, civility, reason, and interest.

Empirics 2: Does Tone Drive Discussion Aversion?
In this section we use Studies 1, 2, and 3 to show that people do not want to engage in heated
political discussions and that this—even more than disagreement—drives discussion disengagement. In particular, we examine Research Question 3 (Discussion Aversion): if heated tones make
people more averse to discussions and if this effect of tone is stronger than the effect of disagreement on discussion aversion.
Thus, first we asked respondents in Study 1 (N=1,804) if they would “rather take part in a
political discussion that is calm or one that is heated, assuming the issue being discussed and level
of disagreement was the exact same?” providing them a sliding scale from 0 (the calm discussion) to 100 (the heated discussion), with “either/neither” at the mid-point (50). We use a continuous scale here not just to measure the discussion choice that people make, but also to capture
additional variance that should suggest how strongly they endorse that preference. Further, although “either” and “neither” are certainly quite different from one another (see Carlson and Settle
2022), the goal of this exercise was to compare the desire to engage in heated versus calm political
discussions. Having a mid-point that indicated no preference for one over the other could accomplish this task—people choosing the midpoint (either/neither) would indicate that respondents
view these two types of conversations similarly, while people choosing one side of the scale would
indicate that people view one as preferable to the other.
What we find suggests the latter: responses were significantly different from the midpoint,
at 35.47 (SD=30.03; p<.001). In particular, 8.10% chose the mid-point (50), 31.92% chose the
heated conversation (below 50), and 59.98% chose the calm conversation (above 50). Examining
the data another way, while only 2.46% gave the most extreme response endorsing the heated
conversation (100), over 6 times that number (15.65%) gave the most extreme response endorsing
13

We note that these data suggest there are a fair amount of heated political disagreements occurring, even
though (as we find) people would rather avoid them. This makes sense, as people often have to engage in
political discussions when they would rather not (see Carlson and Settle 2022). Indeed, as Huckfeldt et al.
(2013) note in referencing Walsh (2004): “Political discussion is often unplanned. When talking, people
jump from topic to topic, as different statements cue new thoughts and recollections” (pg. 676; see also
Sinclair 2012). They continue, explaining: “avoidance is not always a practical or even viable option” (pg.
678). Given research on the benefits of political disagreements, we might think of this as positive—yet, as
our data will show, heated political discussions are far from the ideal discussions researchers often write
about, and thus having these conversations could actually be detrimental rather than beneficial.
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the calm conversation. Thus, given equal conversations on dimensions of topic and disagreement
level, almost twice as many respondents chose the calm conversation over the heated conversation
and over six times as many strongly endorsed their choice of the calm conversation.
Next, to give us more insight, we examined who is more or less likely to choose the calm
conversation. It is possible that while most do not enjoy heated political discussions, those who
are deeply interested in politics and stronger partisans (i.e., more “deeply involved”—see Krupnikov and Ryan 2022) actually enjoy these types of discussions. Thus, we run an OLS regression
(see Table A2) predicting the continuous variable by partisanship, partisan strength, ideology, gender, race, age, education, two measures of political knowledge, and a shortened measure of involvement in politics (see Krupnikov and Ryan 2022). We find that liberals (-6.49, p=.003) in
comparison to conservatives, women (-7.19, p<.001) and non-binary (-25.15, p=.006) respondents
(as compared to men), older respondents (-41.28, p<.001), and those who are knowledgeable (5.47, p=.001; with the second measure—see Appendix A) are more likely than their counterparts
to choose the calm conversation. In comparison, Democratic (6.22, p=.003) and independent
(10.13, p=.002) respondents (in comparison to Republicans), strong partisans (7.81, p=.016), and
those who are deeply involved in politics (32.20, p<.001) are more likely than their counterparts
to choose the heated conversation. However, even among those who are more likely to choose the
heated conversation, most still prefer the calm conversation—they are simply less averse to the
heated conversation.14
Studies 2 (N=1,000) and 3 (N=391) take this further, and—rather than controlling for disagreement and giving respondents the choice between conversations—manipulate both tone and
agreement and then measure discussion desire. Participants were randomly assigned to be asked
about their desire to participate in: 1) a calm political discussion with agreement; 2) a heated political discussion with agreement; 3) a calm political discussion with disagreement; or 4) a heated
political discussion with disagreement. To measure discussion desire, they were given a 100-point
scale from “I would not like to participate” to “I would like to participate.” This design allowed us
to directly compare the effect of tone to that of disagreement. Further, if it were the case that heated
tones could make people choose disagreement over agreement, this would suggest that research
has overestimated the importance of disagreement and missed an integral factor in discussion engagement.
Using OLS models to predict discussion desire by tone and agreement (see Tables A3 and
A4), we find that the heated tone makes participants 24.00 points (Study 2) and 28.46 points (Study
3) less likely to want to engage in the discussion (both p<.001), while the presence of disagreement
(as compared to agreement) makes participants only 5.21 points (Study 2) and 7.41 points (Study
3) less likely to want to engage (p=.004 and p=.015, respectively)—see Figure 1. These results
demonstrate that tone matters more than the presence of disagreement: people would rather take
part in a political disagreement that is calm than a political discussion with agreement (i.e., likely
with their co-partisans) that is heated.15

14

The only case in which respondents choose the heated conversation is with the deeply involved. Those at
the highest two values (11 and 12 on a scale from 0 to 12) are at 50 or above: 50.22 and 55.79, respectively.
15
Of course, it is possible that some individuals actually enjoy heated discussions with the co-partisans.
Indeed, in the previous section, respondents said heated, agreeable discussion could be interesting. Here,
though, we see that on average, people would still rather take part in calm conversations.
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Figure 1. Effect of Heated Tone and Disagreement on Discussion Desire
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Dependent variable is from “not like to participate” (0) to “like to participate” (100). Left figure is from Study
2 and right figure is from Study 3. 95% confidence intervals shown.

Empirics 3: How is This Shaped by Conflict Orientation?
We next explore conflict orientation (e.g., Ulbig and Funk 1999), which should influence people’s
desire to engage in these discussions. Here we examine Research Question 4 (Conflict Orientation): if conflict orientation moderates the effect of tone on discussion aversion and, as a comparison, if it moderates the effect of disagreement on discussion aversion. Thus, Studies 2 (N=327)16
and 3 (N=391) included a measure, taken from Ulbig and Funk (1999)17, to examine if controlling
for this trait changes results as well as if this trait moderates the effects of tone or disagreement on
the desire to discuss politics (see Tables A3 and A4).
We first add it as a control to the previous two models, finding that while it does not influence the effect of the heated treatment, it does make the disagreement treatment no longer significant in Study 2 (p=.929). We next examine if this trait moderates treatment effects by modeling
two interactions (separate models) between each treatment and conflict orientation (which varies
from 0 to 100, most to least conflict averse; see Figure 2). We find that in Study 3—consistent
with what we would expect from previous research—disagreement only decreases discussion desire for the conflict averse (i.e., that the effect of disagreement is only significant for those at 57
or below on the conflict orientation scale—interaction coefficient: .23, p=.026). However, in Study
16

For Study 2, only a random third of participants were asked about their conflict orientation, limiting these
analyses to a sample size of 327.
17
We slightly adapt this scale by making response options continuous in order to capture more variance
than the three-point scale. Further, while there are other measures of conflict aversion, our findings have
face validity using the Ulbig and Funk (1999) measure: the conflict avoidant are more averse to political
discussions generally as well as to disagreement and heated tones, although the latter two relationships are
only significant in Study 3.
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2, there is no interaction between disagreement and conflict orientation (p=.157)—that is, neither
the conflict averse nor the conflict acceptant are less likely to want to participate because of disagreement.18

Effect of Disagreement

Figure 2. Effect of Disagreement on Discussion Desire by Conflict Orientation
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Dependent variable is from “not like to participate” (0) to “like to participate” (100). Disagreement is in comparison to agreement. Conflict orientation is from avoidant (0) to accepting (100). Left figure is from Study 2
and right figure is from Study 3. 95% confidence intervals shown.

In comparison, as shown in Figure 3, the heated tone decreases discussion desire for all participants—although in Study 3 the effect is stronger among the conflict averse (interaction coefficient:
0.35, p<.001).19 Together, these findings suggest that conflict aversion is indeed about aversion to
disagreement—and that this varies by individual—but that a more universal trait is aversion to
heated discussions. While some (the conflict averse) may avoid political discussions because of
fear of disagreement, both the conflict averse and the conflict acceptant avoid them because of fear
of a heated discussion. Further, even among the most conflict averse, tone is more important than
the presence of disagreement (see Figures 2 and 3): for the most conflict averse, the marginal effect
of disagreement in the previous interaction model was -6.39 (Study 2) and -20.76 (Study 3), but
the marginal effect of the heated tone in this interaction model was -20.71 (Study 2) and -44.74
(Study 3)—over twice the magnitude in both.

18

In this model, conflict orientation is significant (p<.001)—the more conflict averse are less likely to want
to engage in discussion—while neither disagreement (p=.238) nor the interaction is significant.
19
This interaction was not significant, however, in Study 2 (p=.477).
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Effect of Heated Tone

Figure 3. Effect of Heated Tone on Discussion Desire by Conflict Orientation
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Dependent variable is from “not like to participate” (0) to “like to participate” (100). Heated tone is in comparison to calm tone. Conflict orientation is from avoidant (0) to accepting (100). Left figure is from Study 2 and
right figure is from Study 3. 95% confidence intervals shown.

Empirics 4: Processes and Outcomes of Heated vs. Calm Discussions
We now know that tone influences the desire to engage in political discussion and is arguably more
important here than disagreement. Yet even if people do not want to engage in heated discussions,
we know that they can still occur. When they do, it is possible that tone then influences how they
unfold, including whether or not people actively participate in the discussion (see Carlson and
Settle 2022, pg. 115). Thus, our last question is if tone influences what happens during—and thus
the outcomes of—these discussions. Here we examine Research Question 5 (Processes and Outcomes): if heated disagreements are more negative in terms of eliciting more negative language,
reactions, and beliefs in recalling or imagining discussion scenarios.
To do this, we use Study 4 (N=1,045), which randomly assigned participants to think about
either calm or heated political discussions that involved disagreement and then asked respondents
a myriad of questions that measure qualities of the disagreeable interactions scholars often discuss.
Because we are examining how tone could potentially undermine the positive benefits of these
interactions, we focus solely on disagreeable interactions (rather than also examining agreeable
interactions, as we had done previously).
The main goal of this study was not to examine the causal effect of heated discussions, but
to examine what happens in these discussions. We do this in order to test if heated discussions are
more or less beneficial for the outcomes scholars care about as well as to understand why people
are resistant to heated discussions. Indeed, it might be the case that some of the processes respondents report occurring in calm versus heated conversations are exactly what makes them calm or
heated in the first place. This limitation does not make this exercise useless, however. Understanding the processes of different types of discussions—including how people treat others, if they try
to engage in the conversation or withdraw, if they attempt to glean benefits from the conversation,
and how they feel about others when the conversation concludes—gives us much needed insight
into what aspects of disagreeable discussions make them more or less beneficial and enjoyable
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(Carlson and Settle 2022). Nonetheless, we do examine one set of causal effects (see Figure 5) in
addition to the processes shown in Figure 4.
One last limitation of note in this design is the potential strength of the treatments. Although we noted that treatment effects in our studies are likely conservative—as they are estimating
outcomes after recalling past conversations or imagining hypothetical ones rather than taking part
in them—it is also possible that these conservative estimates are less conservative in this particular
study, as participants may be writing about the more extreme ends of heated and calm discussions
rather than the modal heated or calm discussion. This is one of the drawbacks of utilizing a writing
method such as the one used here. However, we believe the benefits of this approach (outlined in
the Empirical Approach section) outweigh these potential shortcomings.
Thus, in the study, participants were randomly assigned to one of three conditions: 1) a
calm condition, which asked respondents to, “Please write about a time someone brought up politics in a social setting where you didn’t agree with what people said but the conversation was calm
and reasoned. Be as specific as possible. If you have not been in this situation, write about an
imagined time”; 2) a heated condition, which asked respondents the same question but said “heated
and tense” rather than “calm and reasoned”; or 3) a control condition, which asked participants to
write about what they had for breakfast that morning.20 This technique, which helps people recall
or imagine themselves in situations, is common in psychological studies (e.g., e.g., Lerner and
Keltner 2001) and has been used in political science (e.g., Webster 2020; Valentino et al 2009).
Note, again, that the writing prompt asked respondents to think about not just political discussions,
but disagreement within those discussions. That is, the only difference between the two treatment
conditions was the tone within the discussions’ disagreement—one was calm and one was heated.21
After writing their responses, respondents in the two treatment groups were asked if they
wrote about a real or imagined time. 79.08% of respondents said they wrote about a real time,
while 16.02% said they wrote about an imagined time, and 4.91% said they could not remember.
Importantly, these percentages did not differ by condition. If they said they wrote about a real time,
respondents were asked if they pretended they agreed with others, tried to find common ground,
left the conversation, tried to change the topic, attacked others views, and tried to learn. They were
then asked if how much they liked the people they were with changed how they reacted, if they
learned from the conversation, and if the conversation changed how they thought about the people
they were talking to. Then, everyone (including those in the control condition) was asked a series
of questions about general beliefs and behaviors, including support for opinion diversity and enjoyment in talking about politics (see Appendix D).
We first examine what people wrote about in the two treatment groups.22 Overall, the responses demonstrate that those who wrote about a calm disagreement had a more positive experience and those who wrote about a heated disagreement had a more negative experience. A participant in the calm condition, for example, wrote:

20

This operationalization of political disagreement fits with Mutz’s (2006) conception of “exposure to oppositional political views,” which “requires only that people talk politics with someone who has political
views that are to some recognizable degree different from their own” (pg. 79). Thus, partisan disagreement—while likely a sufficient condition—is not a necessary one.
21
Again, we did not specify whether these interactions were in-person or online, although future work could
do so. Even without specifying, most people wrote about in-person interactions: only five responses were
explicitly about online conversations.
22
Responses were of extremely high quality: only five responses were irrelevant.
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“Following George Floyd's death I went on a golfing weekend with a number of guys and
a couple of them were cops. It was interesting getting their view point, and while I disagreed with them by and large, it helped me to understand what issues they see from their
side.”
A participant in the heated condition, for example, wrote:
“I often am in social situations where my father (who is very opposed to my views) brings
up politics. One example is when at my grandmother's house (his mother) he brought up
that he thinks Trump is a great president, my grandmother called him an idiot, and the
entire social situation devolved into chaos. We ended up leaving all angry for different
reasons.”
When we conduct text analysis of participants’ responses, we find that those in the calm condition
used more positive words than both those in the heated condition (p<.001) and those in the control
condition (p<.001), and those in the heated condition used more negative words than both those in
the calm condition (p<.001) and those in the control condition (p<.001).23 Thus, while previous
research finds that most people want to avoid discussing politics, these findings suggest that this
distaste varies by the conversation’s tone. Calm discussions—even when there is disagreement
involved—elicit more positive words than not only heated discussions, but also than breakfast!
The results of our post-treatment questions align with this (see Figure 4 and Table A5).
Those in the calm condition—as compared to those in the heated condition24—were more likely to
say that they tried to find common ground (p<.001), tried to learn in the discussion (p<.001), successfully learned in the discussion (p<.001), and liked the people they were talking with more
afterwards (p=.016). Those in the heated condition were more likely to say that they tried to leave
the conversation (p<.001), tried to change the topic (p=.012), attacked others’ views (p<.001), and
liked the people they were talking with less afterwards (p<.001). There was no effect of tone on
whether pretended to agree with others in the conversation (Carlson and Settle 2016) nor on
whether people said they reacted differently depending on if they liked or disliked the people they
were talking to (although people were generally more likely to say they would react differently
because they liked someone rather than because they did not like someone). Thus, the political
discussion experience was completely different depending on the tone in the conversation—even
though both discussions involved disagreement.

23

We use the VADER text analysis software, initially developed specifically for web-based communication
(Hutto and Gilbert 2014) to evaluate both polarity and intensity of emotions. As a robustness check, we
also use the more common LIWC and NRC (Mohammad, Kiritchenko, and Zhu 2013) dictionaries for
sentiment analysis. In all cases, we performed Wilcoxon sign-ranked tests to compare means, since the data
are not normally distributed.
24
Note that because these questions were about reactions during the discussions, they were not asked of the
control condition and thus the comparison is only between the heated and calm conditions.
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Figure 4. Reactions by Tone Treatments
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Dependent variables are coded as likelihood of choosing certain responses (as compared to
not choosing them [full scale: 0-1]). 95% confidence intervals shown.

We next examine respondents’ beliefs by condition (see Figure 5 and Table A5)—a more conservative test of the effects of these discussions, as these questions were asked at the end of the
survey without asking participants to draw on the discussion experiences. We find that tone only
matters for two of the measures. First, those in the calm condition were more likely to agree with
the statement “it is helpful to hear the political views of friends who disagree with me” (“diversity”) than both those in the heated condition (p=.006) and the control condition (p=.003). This
aligns with past research on disagreeable discussions’ influence on toleration of views (e.g., Kalla
and Broockman 2020) and desire for more diverse networks (Klar 2014), but suggests that tone is
an important moderator.
Second, those in the heated condition were less likely to say they enjoy talking politics
with other people in their lives (“enjoy”) than both those in the calm condition (p=.024) and the
control condition (p=.014). This aligns with our findings from the open-ended responses—which
suggested that people had negative experiences in the heated discussions—as well as with findings
from previous sections that people do not want to engage in heated political discussions. Yet note
that this question does not ask about enjoying heated versus calm discussions—all three conditions
were asked about enjoyment in discussing politics generally—suggesting that recalling or imagining heated discussions made participants project this negative experience onto future discussions
that are not necessarily going to be heated.
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Figure 5. Outcomes by Tone Treatments
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Lastly, as a robustness check, we examine if responses differed by whether respondents discussed
out-partisans and/or in-partisans, but find that this is not driving our findings (see Appendix D).
This aligns with our previous results that incorporated agreement and found that tone influenced
engagement separately from disagreement. Overall, then, these results demonstrate that political
discussions are shaped by the tone with which they occur, where heated discussions are less enjoyable, constructive, and beneficial than calm discussions.

Discussion & Conclusion
We began this manuscript noting that political discussions—especially those that involve disagreement—are vital to democracy, but that people are avoiding them. We then examined how tone
shapes this avoidance as well as the processes and outcomes of discussion and found that tone is
vitally important to all of these aspects. In particular, we found that people are especially averse
to heated political discussions over calm ones—that this can even lead people to choose disagreement over agreement—and that heated tones undermine the benefits of disagreeable discussions.
Between the four studies, we were able to replicate our general findings across different points in
time, samples, operationalizations of variables, and designs.25 This speaks to the robustness and
applicability of our findings, as they do not seem to be driven by any one design choice but by the
strong effect of tone. Further, although each of our samples underrepresented Republican respondents, this weakness suggests we actually underestimated the effected of heated tones, as Republicans are more averse to them than both Democrats and independents (Empirics 2).
25

We note that our designs did not address potentially important factors such as gender (see Djupe,
Mcclurg, and Sokhey 2016 and Wolak 2022) and race—we believe this is important to explore in future
research.
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Our findings help to explain what is driving people away from talking politics: if heated
discussions take place the way people report, it is no surprise that people want to avoid them. Yet
although it might be good that people avoid heated political discussions, it is also possible that
people expect political discussions to be heated (Groenendyk et al. 2022) and thus avoid more
discussions than they need to—missing out on the calmer, more beneficial discussions that researchers recommend. Indeed, we found that people projected the negative experiences of heated
discussions onto political discussions generally, reporting less enjoyment in discussing politics.
Beyond implications for discussion avoidance, our findings also have implications for the
outcomes of political discussion. First, they help to illuminate why certain settings may deepen,
rather than lessen, affective polarization (Settle 2018; Wojcieszak and Warner 2020), as the discussion’s tone could lead to these differential effects. Similarly, heated political discussions could
also influence social polarization, as Carlson and Settle (2022) implied in noting that people distance themselves from those they disagree with to avoid heated discussions (pg. 189). Thus, it may
be that while calm disagreeable discussions can help to ameliorate polarization, heated disagreeable discussions could instead exacerbate it.26
Relatedly, previous research may have overestimated the benefits of disagreeable discussions by relying on those that are moderated by researchers and/or in academic settings where
norms may promote calmer discussions than occur in real life (Neblo 2015). In reality, these benefits may only occur in a little over half of the disagreeable discussions that happen organically—
and even less in online discussions. By using recall and imagination tasks, though, our research
was able to examine not only the calm discussions that past research has looked at but also the
heated discussions that past research has likely missed (or at least underestimated).
Although our findings give us important insight into the importance of tone, there is still
much that that future research should investigate. For example, our research did not differentiate
dyadic from group discussions, and there could be differences in how people approach heated and
calm conversations if there is only one other person, a couple people, or a bigger group.27 Further,
our research examined the overall effect of tone, but future research should isolate which is driving
negative reactions to tone as well as if there are types of people and/or issues that increase the
likelihood of a conversation becoming heated.
Relatedly, future research should examine if there are contexts in which heated tones are
more or less harmful. Perhaps conversations in-person and/or with stronger ties could mitigate the
negative effects of tone. This could be the case because affiliation concerns with close ties or with
in-person conversations could make people react less strongly to heated tones—in fact, they could
even deter people from letting the discussion get heated in the first place (see Conover et al. 2002,
pg. 57). This suggests that individual motivations within the conversation could matter (see Carlson and Settle 2022 and Connors et al. 2022). For example, social motivations that exist in certain
contexts or with certain people could encourage calmer discussions, while political motivations
that exist in other contexts or with other people could encourage heated discussions. We leave
these questions for future research.

26

Although there could be times when heated discussions are beneficial or necessary—perhaps, for example, to communicate to people that an issue is important. Sydnor (2019b) similarly argues that there are
cases where incivility could be useful. Yet we believe it is possible to approach important political discussions in a calm manner and have a meaningful, positive impact. As Mahatma Gandhi says, “In a gentle
way, you can shake the world.”
27
Indeed, Carlson and Settle (2022) find that people are more likely to join smaller political discussions.
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We close with a call to the public to not only involve themselves in disagreeable political
discussions, but also to treat those conversations in a way that could help politics and society: with
a calm tone. Lee (2021) finds that in close elections—in a time of high politicization—people’s
social relationships are harmed (see also Chen and Rohla 2018 and Frimer and Skitka 2020). These
kinds of divides are what tear down society: strong political divides between groups that cannot
see what they have in common or work towards a better future because their social lives are subsequently so divided. Collectively, we have the power to change this.
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Appendix A: Study 1 (Lucid), 2022
Sample Information:
Lucid is a survey platform where participants sign up to get paid $1 to take surveys that are 15
minutes or less (for more information, see https://luc.id/theorem and Coppock and McClellan,
2019). After recruiting participants from Lucid, participants were redirected to take the survey on
Qualtrics. Bot detection, relevant ID, and preventing multiple submissions options were selected
on Qualtrics and participants had to pass captcha in hopes to eliminate bots. Lastly, participants
were given an attention check question at the beginning of the survey (asking respondents to click
two options) and 1,804 participants passed this check and continued on to take the survey.
Of this sample, 50.76% were Democrats, 31.62% were Republicans, and 17.62% were pure
independents. The sample had a mean ideology of 3.93 and standard deviation of 1.80 from
extremely liberal (1) to extremely conservative (7) with 6.64% saying “don’t know.” It was
52.02% women, 47.20% men, and 0.78% other; had a mean age of 45.85 with a standard deviation
of 16.90; and was 71.84% white and 28.16% either mixed or full minority. As a comparison,
American National Election Studies (ANES) 2020 data has the following breakdown. The sample
was 46.53% Democrats, 41.73% Republicans, and 11.74% pure independents; with a mean of 4.09
and standard deviation of 1.67 on a scale from 1 (extremely liberal) to 7 (extremely conservative).
It was 53.74% female, 45.45% male, and 0.81% NA; had a mean age of 51.59 with standard
deviation of 17.21; and was 72.92% white and 27.08% either mixed or full minority.
See the following tables for discussion of non-response and attrition. For Table A1
(discussion descriptors), 1,738 were left in the survey to be randomly assigned but an additional 3
did not respond to the dependent variable question. For Table A2 (choosing heated versus calm
discussions), 1,629 participants responded to the dependent variable question. Lastly, for the
analysis looking at the proportion of heated versus calm conversations online versus in-person
(from Empirics 1), 1,737 respondents were left in the survey but an additional 38 did not respond
to the question (leaving 1,699 for the analysis).
Survey:
Note: this survey was combined with other surveys, and thus some of the demographic and political
questions are randomized to different conditions. Details of these conditions are given for
transparency.
1. [gender] What is your gender? [man / woman / non-binary]
2. [age] What is your age? [ ]
3. [race] What racial or ethnic group or groups best describes you? [white / black / Hispanic /
Asian / Native American / other (please specify):___]
4. [education] What is the highest level of education that you have completed? [did not complete
a high school degree / high school degree / some college / Associate’s degree / Bachelor’s
degree / graduate or professional degree]
5. [self-monitoring 1] When you are with other people, how often do you put on a show to impress
or entertain them? [always / most of the time / some of the time / once in a while / never]
6. [self-monitoring 2] When you are in a group of people, how often are you the center of
attention? [always / most of the time / some of the time / once in a while / never]
7. [self-monitoring 3] How good or poor of an actor would you be? [excellent / good / fair / poor
/ very poor]
8. [self-monitoring 4] I have trouble changing my behavior to suit different people and different
1

situations. [very true / mostly true / somewhat true / not true] [high = not true]
9. [self-monitoring 5] Even if I am not enjoying myself, I often pretend to be having a good
time. [very true / mostly true / somewhat true / not true] [high = very true]
10. [self-monitoring 6] When I am uncertain how to act in a social situation, I look to the behavior
of others for cues. [very true / mostly true / somewhat true / not true] [high = very true]
11. [self-monitoring 7] At parties and social gatherings, I do not attempt to do or say things that
others will like. [very true / mostly true / somewhat true / not true] [high = not true]
12. [self-monitoring 8] I find it hard to imitate the behavior of other people. [very true / mostly
true / somewhat true / not true] [high = not true]
13. [attention check] Please answer the following question with “cheese” and “none of the
above”. What food do you like? (click all that apply) [cheese / bread / meat / vegetables /
none of the above]
[don’t show questions 14-17 to those in “dampen political salience” condition below]
14. [PID] Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an
Independent, or what? [Republican / Democrat / independent / something else [____]]
a. [if Democrat or Republican] Would you call yourself a strong [Democrat/Republican]
or a not very strong [Democrat/Republican]? [strong [Democrat/Republican] / not
very strong [Democrat/Republican]]
b. [if independent or something else] Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican
Party or the Democratic Party? [closer to the Republican Party / closer to the
Democratic Party / neither]
15. [ideology] We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a 7-point
scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal
to extremely conservative. Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you
thought much about this? [extremely liberal / liberal / slightly liberal / moderate / slightly
conservative / conservative / extremely conservative / don’t know]
16. [deep involvement 1] It is important to share your political opinions with others. [strongly
agree / agree / somewhat agree / neither agree nor disagree / somewhat disagree / disagree /
strongly disagree]
17. [deep involvement 2] It is important to share political news stories with other people.
[strongly agree / agree / somewhat agree / neither agree nor disagree / somewhat disagree /
disagree / strongly disagree]
18. [randomize to one of the following 7 conditions – leave on page for 5 seconds and keep at top
of page for DV questions]
a. [control] The following questions will ask you about your interest and engagement in
political matters.
b. [“integrity of research” intervention] The following questions will ask you about your
interest and engagement in political matters. Please answer these questions
accurately: the statistical validity of this study depends on having accurate answers
about political matters from respondents like yourself.
c. [“self-interest” intervention] The following questions will ask you about your interest
and engagement in political matters. Please answer these questions accurately: the
political questions you receive later in the survey may be based on how you answer the
following questions.
d. [“face-saving” intervention] The following questions will ask you about your interest
and engagement in political matters. Please answer these questions accurately. After
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answering these questions, you will be given a chance to explain your answers, if you
like, but you certainly do not have to offer any reason for your answers.
e. [“shame reduction” intervention] The following questions will ask you about your
interest and engagement in political matters. Please answer these questions accurately.
There is absolutely no shame in not being interested in politics. In fact, many
Americans, for a variety of reasons, pay barely any attention to politics and don’t
engage in political matters at all.
f. [“shame augmentation” intervention] The following questions will ask you about your
interest and engagement in political matters. Unfortunately, some Americans, for a
variety of reasons, pay barely any attention to politics and don’t engage in political
matters at all. This is absolutely shameful.
g. [“dampen political salience” intervention] The following questions will ask you about
how you spend your time and energy – between work, relationships, and other
activities. Please answer these questions accurately.
i. [media & discuss] In a typical week, how often do you do the following:
[columns: talk to friends or family / work at your job / exercise / watch TV
/ practice hobbies / cook / watch, read, or listen to news on the Internet, not
including sports / watch news on TV, not including sports / read news in a
printed newspaper, not including sports / listen to news on the radio, not
including sports / discuss politics with your family or friends; rows: none /
one day / two days / three days / four days / five days / six days / seven days]
ii. [vote] In a typical year, do you usually do the following (click all that
apply): [go on a trip / get sick / try to change your job / pick up a new hobby
/ make a new friend / vote in November’s elections]
iii. [interest] How interested are you in the following: [columns: cooking /
movies and shows / exercising / social activities / travel / what’s going on
in government and politics; rows: extremely interested / very interested /
moderately interested / slightly interested / not at all interested]
iv. [political knowledge 1] Please respond without looking up the answer. Do
you happen to know which party has the most members in the U.S. House
of Representatives in Washington? [Democrats / Republicans / don’t know]
v. [political knowledge 2] Please respond without looking up the answer. Do
you happen to know who the U.S. Senate Majority Leader is? [Mitch
McConnell / Harry Reid / Chuck Schumer / Nancy Pelosi / Jim Jordan /
don’t know]
[don’t show questions 19-24 to those in “dampen political salience” condition]
19. [media] During a typical week, how many days do you watch, read, or listen to news, not
including sports, on the following medium: [columns: the Internet, TV, a printed newspaper,
the radio; rows: none / one day / two days / three days / four days / five days / six days / seven
days]
20. [discuss] During a typical week, how many days do you discuss politics with your family or
friends? [none / one day / two days / three days / four days / five days / six days / seven days]
21. [vote] Which of the following best describes what you did in the elections that were held in
November? [definitely did not vote in the elections / definitely voted in person at a polling
place on election day / definitely voted in person at a polling place before election day /
definitely voted by mailing a ballot to elections officials before the election / definitely voted
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in some other way / not completely sure whether you voted or not]
22. [interest] How interested are you in information about what’s going on in government and
politics? [extremely interested / very interested / moderately interested / slightly interested /
not at all interested]
23. [political knowledge 1] Please respond without looking up the answer. Do you happen to know
which party has the most members in the U.S. House of Representatives in Washington?
[Democrats / Republicans / don’t know]
24. [political knowledge 2] Please respond without looking up the answer. Do you happen to know
who the U.S. Senate Majority Leader is? [Mitch McConnell / Harry Reid / Chuck Schumer /
Nancy Pelosi / Jim Jordan / don’t know]
25. [for control and “integrity of research” intervention – manipulation check] To what extent
does the validity of this study depend upon having accurate answers to questions about your
interest and engagement in political matters? [not at all / a small amount / a moderate amount
/ a moderately large amount / a great deal]
26. [for control and “self-interest” intervention – manipulation check] To what extent were the
later questions you received about your interest and engagement in political matters based on
how you answered earlier questions about your interest and engagement in political matters?
[not at all / a small amount / a moderate amount / a moderately large amount / a great deal]
27. [for control and “face-saving” intervention – manipulation check] Do you believe you will
have an opportunity to explain your answers regarding your interest and engagement in
political matters? [no / not sure / yes]
28. [for control, “shame reduction,” and “shame augmentation” interventions – manipulation
check] To what extent is it shameful that many Americans are not interested in politics and
don’t engage in political matters at all? [not at all / a small amount / a moderate amount / a
moderately large amount / a great deal]
29. [for control and “dampen political salience” intervention – manipulation check] To what
extent do you think this survey is primarily focused on your political interest and
involvement? [not at all / a small amount / a moderate amount / a moderately large amount /
a great deal]
30. [for “face-saving” intervention] If you like, please use this space to explain any of your
answers regarding your interest and engagement in political matters. You do not need to write
anything if you don’t want to. [open-ended]
[show questions 31-34 to those in “dampen political salience” condition]
31. [PID] Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an
Independent, or what? [Republican / Democrat / independent / something else [____]]
a. [if Democrat or Republican] Would you call yourself a strong [Democrat/Republican]
or a not very strong [Democrat/Republican]? [strong [Democrat/Republican] / not
very strong [Democrat/Republican]]
b. [if independent or something else] Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican
Party or the Democratic Party? [closer to the Republican Party / closer to the
Democratic Party / neither]
32. [ideology] We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a 7-point
scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal
to extremely conservative. Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you
thought much about this? [extremely liberal / liberal / slightly liberal / moderate / slightly
conservative / conservative / extremely conservative / don’t know]
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33. [deep involvement 1] It is important to share your political opinions with others. [strongly
agree / agree/ somewhat agree / neither agree nor disagree / somewhat disagree / disagree /
strongly disagree]
34. [deep involvement 2] It is important to share political news stories with other people.
[strongly agree / agree/ somewhat agree / neither agree nor disagree / somewhat disagree /
disagree / strongly disagree]
35. [randomize to heated, agree / heated, disagree / calm, agree / calm, disagree]
a. [heated, agree] What do you think of when you think of a heated political discussion
where people agree? (click all that apply) [loud voices / quiet voices / anger / anxiety
/ sadness / non-emotional / reasoned / unreasonable / uncivil / civil / fun / interesting /
unenjoyable / terrible / people listening / respect / other: ___]
b. [heated, disagree] What do you think of when you think of a heated political discussion
where people disagree? (click all that apply) [loud voices / quiet voices / anger / anxiety
/ sadness / non-emotional / reasoned / unreasonable / uncivil / civil / fun / interesting /
unenjoyable / terrible / people listening / respect / other: ___]
c. [calm, agree] What do you think of when you think of a calm political discussion where
people agree? (click all that apply) [loud voices / quiet voices / anger / anxiety / sadness
/ non-emotional / reasoned / unreasonable / uncivil / civil / fun / interesting /
unenjoyable / terrible / people listening / respect / other: ___]
d. [calm, disagree] What do you think of when you think of a calm political discussion
where people disagree? (click all that apply) [loud voices / quiet voices / anger / anxiety
/ sadness / non-emotional / reasoned / unreasonable / uncivil / civil / fun / interesting /
unenjoyable / terrible / people listening / respect / other: ___]
36. [randomize to online or in-person]
a. [online] Think about the political disagreements you’ve had in your life that were
online (not in person). In terms of the tone of these discussions, what do you think the
proportion of heated versus calm discussions is? [scale: all have been heated à all have
been calm]
b. [in-person] Think about the political disagreements you’ve had in your life that were
in person (not online). In terms of the tone of these discussions, what do you think the
proportion of heated versus calm discussions is? [scale: all have been heated à all have
been calm]
37. Would you rather take part in a political discussion that is calm or one that is heated, assuming
the issue being discussed and level of disagreement was the exact same? [sliding scale: the
calm discussion à either/neither à the heated discussion]
38. Thank you for your participation! While you took the survey did you have any ideas of what
the study was about? [open-ended]
39. If you would like to add comments or feedback? [open-ended]
Table A1. Predicting Descriptors by Tone and Disagreement
Variables Loud Quiet Anger Anxiety Sadness Nonemotional
1
Heated
3.00 -2.07
2.79
1.80
1.08
-1.49
(.17) (.16)
(.18)
(.15)
(.22)
(.15)
1

Reasoned
-1.96
(.12)

Unreasoned
2.43
(.18)

In comparison to calm.
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Disagree2
Constant
N

0.69 0.04
(.13) (.13)
-3.23 -0.77
(.17) (.10)
1,735 1,735

0.96
(.13)
-3.69
(.19)
1,735

0.77
(.13)
-3.05
(.16)
1,735

0.74
(.21)
-3.79
(.24)
1,735

0.03
(.14)
-1.11
(.10)
1,735

-0.33
(.11)
0.26
(.09)
1,735

0.79
(.14)
-3.55
(.19)
1,735

Table A1. Predicting Descriptors by Tone and Disagreement (continued)
Variables Uncivil Civil Fun
InterUnenjTerrible Listening Respect
esting
oyable
Heated3
2.71
-2.10 -0.55
-0.94
1.88
1.80
-1.82
-2.24
(.20)
(.12) (.14)
(.10)
(.16)
(.19)
(.11)
(.12)
Disagree4
1.04
-0.44 -0.32
-0.39
0.70
0.85
-0.34
-0.43
(.14)
(.11) (.14)
(.10)
(.13)
(.16)
(.11)
(.11)
Constant
-3.97
0.54 -1.37
0.09
-3.09
-3.67
0.52
0.86
(.21)
(.09) (.11)
(.09)
(.17)
(.21)
(.09)
(.09)
N
1,735 1,735 1,735
1,735
1,735
1,735
1,735
1,735
Dependent variables are binary (1 if respondent clicked descriptor and 0 if not) and thus logistic regressions
are estimated. Note: neither heated nor disagree predict saying “other” (p=.232 and p=.670, respectively).
Only 1,738 respondents remained in the survey at this point and were thus randomly assigned to one of the
four conditions. 3 more respondents did not answer this question, leading to N=1,735 in this analysis.

Table A2. Predicting Discussion Choice (Heated versus Calm)
Variables
Discussion Choice
Democrat5
6.22
(2.09)
Independent6
10.13
(3.28)
Partisan Strength7
7.81
(3.23)
Liberal8
-6.49
(2.22)
Moderate9
5.92
(3.05)
10
Ideological Extremity
4.98
(3.63)
11
Woman
-7.19
2

In comparison to agree.
In comparison to calm.
4
In comparison to agree.
5
In comparison to Republican.
6
In comparison to Republican.
7
Recoded 0 to 1 (0=pure independent à 1=strong partisan).
8
In comparison to conservative.
9
In comparison to conservative.
10
Recoded 0 to 1 (0=moderate à 1=extreme ideologue).
11
In comparison to men.
3

6

Non-Binary

12

White13
Age
Education14
Political Knowledge 115
Political Knowledge 216
Deep Involvement17
Constant
N

(1.44)
-25.15
(9.15)
-2.28
(1.65)
-41.28
(4.39)
-0.19
(0.50)
-2.07
(1.70)
-5.47
(1.58)
32.20
(3.00)
33.96
(4.21)
1,470

Dependent variable (discussion choice) is from 0 (“the calm discussion”) to 100 (“the heated discussion”)
and OLS regression is estimated. 1,629 respondents answered the dependent variable question. However,
additionally, 62 respondents did not answer partisanship, 93 did not answer ideology, 1 did not answer
gender, 1 did not answer education, and 2 did not answer deep involvement. Thus, the final model was
N=1,474. To see if not answering the dependent variable question was related to any pre-treatment
variables, we ran logistic regression predicting non-response (1=non-response, 0=response) by pretreatment variables (partisanship, partisan strength, ideology, ideological extremity, gender, race, age,
education, political knowledge, and deep involvement). Being an independent (-1.44, p=.007), a strong
partisan (-1.12, p=.015), and older (-2.17, p=.003) predicts responding to the question while being a woman
predicts not responding to the question (0.93, p<.001). Recall that being an independent and a strong
partisan predicts choosing the heated conversation, while being older and a woman predicts choosing the
calm conversation.
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In comparison to men.
1=white, 0=other.
14
0 (did not complete high school) à 1 (graduate or professional degree).
15
1=correct, 0=incorrect.
16
1=correct, 0=incorrect.
17
Summary variable of both questions, recoded 0 to 1 (0=low involvement à 1=high involvement).
13

7

Preregistration:
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Appendix B: Study 2 (Cooperative Election Study [CES]), 2021
Sample Information:
The Cooperative Election Study (CES) was formerly the Cooperative Congressional Election
Study (CCES) and uses a national stratified sample from YouGov (for more information, see
https://cces.gov.harvard.edu), a well-respected, representative sample.
Of the sample (N=1,000), 51.40% were Democrats, 30.57% were Republicans, and 18.03%
were pure independents. The sample had a mean ideology of 2.96 and standard deviation of 1.20
from extremely liberal (1) to extremely conservative (7). It was 58.46% women, 41.54% men; had
a mean age of 48.73 with a standard deviation of 17.61; and was 64% white and 36% either mixed
or full minority. As a comparison, American National Election Studies (ANES) 2020 data has the
following breakdown. The sample was 46.53% Democrats, 41.73% Republicans, and 11.74% pure
independents; with a mean of 4.09 and standard deviation of 1.67 on a scale from 1 (extremely
liberal) to 7 (extremely conservative). It was 53.74% female, 45.45% male, and 0.81% NA; had a
mean age of 51.59 with standard deviation of 17.21; and was 72.92% white and 27.08% either
mixed or full minority.
Survey:
1. [tone—1/3 of respondents received this question] Think about the political discussions that
involved disagreement you’ve had in your life. In terms of the tone of these discussions, what
do you think the proportion of heated versus calm discussions is? [scale: all have been heated
à half have been heated and half have been calm à all have been calm]
2. [conflict orientation—1/3 of respondents received this question] Some people try to avoid
getting into political discussions because they think that people can get into arguments and it
can get unpleasant. Other people enjoy discussing politics even though it sometimes leads to
arguments. What if your feeling on this—do you usually try to avoid political discussions, do
you enjoy them, or are you somewhere in between? [scale: I avoid them à somewhere in
between à I enjoy them]
3. [random assignment to a, b, or c]
a. How much would you like to participate in a political discussion where people agree
and the tone is calm? [scale: I would not like to participate à I would like to
participate]
b. How much would you like to participate in a political discussion where people agree
but the tone is heated? [scale: I would not like to participate à I would like to
participate]
c. How much would you like to participate in a political discussion where people disagree
but the tone is calm? [scale: I would not like to participate à I would like to participate]
d. How much would you like to participate in a political discussion where people disagree
and the tone is heated? [scale: I would not like to participate à I would like to
participate]
Table A3. Predicting Discussion Desire by Treatments and Conflict Aversion
Variables
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Disagreement
-5.21
-0.22
-6.39
(1.82)
(2.49)
(5.40)
Heated
-24.00
-17.61
-

Model 4
-20.71
9

(1.82)
64.12
(1.61)
1000

Conflict Avoidance
Disagreement X
Conflict Avoidance
Heated X Conflict
Avoidance
Constant
N

(2.49)
0.68
(.04)
25.08
(3.09)
327

0.63
(.06)
0.13
(.09)
19.09
(3.71)
327

(5.03)
0.65
(.06)
0.06
(.09)
26.49
(3.53)
327

Dependent variable (discussion desire) is from 1 (“I would not like to participate”) to 100 (“I would like to
participate”). All models are OLS regressions. Model 1 regresses discussion desire on the heated (compared
to calm) and disagreement (as compared to agreement) treatment. Model 2 regresses discussion desire on
the heated (compared to calm) treatment, the disagreement (as compared to agreement) treatment, and
conflict avoidance. Model 3 regresses discussion desire on an interaction between the disagreement (as
compared to agreement) treatment and conflict avoidance. Model 4 regresses discussion desire on an
interaction between the heated (as compared to calm) treatment and conflict avoidance. Models 2, 3, and 4
include conflict aversion, and since only 327 respondents were assigned to answer this question, these
models are N=327.

Figure A1. Discussion Desire by Tone and Agreement Treatments

Agree

Disagree

Agree

Disagree

Discussion Desire

70
60
50
40
30
Calm

Heated

Calm

Heated

Dependent variable is from “not like to participate” (0) to “like to participate” (100). Left figure is from
Study 2 and right figure is from Study 3. Figure shows mean responses in each condition for both studies.
95% confidence intervals shown.
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Preregistration:
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Appendix C: Study 3 (Prolific), 2021
Sample Information:
Prolific is a survey platform where participants sign up to get paid to take surveys (for more
information, see https://www.prolific.co). After recruiting participants from Prolific, participants
were redirected to take the survey on Qualtrics. Bot detection and preventing multiple submissions
options were selected on Qualtrics and participants had to pass captcha in hopes to eliminate bots.
Of this sample (N=391), 66.92% were Democrats, 20.55% were Republicans, and 12.53%
were pure independents. The sample had a mean ideology of 2.95 and standard deviation of 1.64
from extremely liberal (1) to extremely conservative (7) with 2.50% saying “don’t know.” It was
48.46% women, 51.54% men, and 2.50% other; had a mean age of 34 with a standard deviation
of 13.92; and was 64.25% white and 35.75% either mixed or full minority. As a comparison,
American National Election Studies (ANES) 2020 data has the following breakdown. The sample
was 46.53% Democrats, 41.73% Republicans, and 11.74% pure independents; with a mean of 4.09
and standard deviation of 1.67 on a scale from 1 (extremely liberal) to 7 (extremely conservative).
It was 53.74% female, 45.45% male, and 0.81% NA; had a mean age of 51.59 with standard
deviation of 17.21; and was 72.92% white and 27.08% either mixed or full minority.
Survey:
1. [PID] Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an
Independent, or what? [Republican / Democrat / independent / something else [____]]
a. [if Democrat or Republican] Would you call yourself a strong [Democrat/Republican]
or a not very strong [Democrat/Republican]? [strong [Democrat/Republican] / not
very strong [Democrat/Republican]]
b. [if independent or something else] Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican
Party or the Democratic Party? [Republican / Democrat / neither]
2. [identity] How important is being a [Democrat / Republican] to your identity? [not at all
important / a little important / moderately important / very important / extremely important]
3. [ideology] We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a 7-point
scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal
to extremely conservative. Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you
thought much about this? [extremely liberal / liberal / slightly liberal / moderate / slightly
conservative / conservative / extremely conservative / don’t know]
4. [interest] Some people don’t pay much attention to political news. How about you? Would
you say that you are very much interested, somewhat interested, or not interested at all
interested in political news? [not at all interested / somewhat interested / very much interested]
5. [media] During a typical week, how many days do you watch, read, or listen to news on the
following medium: (the internet (including online newspapers), the TV, print newspapers, the
radio) [0 days / 1 day / 2 days / 3 days / 4 days / 5 days / 6 days / 7 days]
6. [discuss] During a typical week, how many days do you discuss politics with your family
and/or friends? [0 days / 1 day / 2 days / 3 days / 4 days / 5 days / 6 days / 7 days]
7. [general confidence] How often do you feel confident in your knowledge and opinions in
politics? [sliding scale from 0 to 100, from never to always]
8. [discussion confidence] Think about the political conversations you’ve had in your life. In
terms of your confidence in your knowledge and/or opinions in these discussions, what do you
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think the proportion of discussions where you were confident versus were not confident is?
[scale: I’ve been not confident in all of them à I’ve been confident in all of them]
9. [general strength] How often do you feel strongly about your opinions in politics? [sliding
scale from 0 to 100, from never to always]
10. [discussion strength] Think about the political conversations you’ve had in your life. In terms
of your attitude strength in these discussions, what do you think the proportion of discussions
where you held strong attitudes versus did not hold strong attitudes is? [scale: I’ve had not
strong attitudes in all of them à I’ve had strong attitudes in all of them]
11. [conflict orientation] Some people try to avoid getting into political discussions because they
think that people can get into arguments and it can get unpleasant. Other people enjoy
discussing politics even though it sometimes leads to arguments. What is your feeling on this—
do you usually try to avoid political discussions, do you enjoy them, or are you somewhere in
between? [scale: I avoid them à somewhere in between à I enjoy them]
[random assignment to a, b, c, or d]
12. [tone 1] How much would you like to participate in a political discussion where people agree
and the tone is calm? [scale: I would not like to participate à I would like to participate]
13. [tone 2] How much would you like to participate in a political discussion where people agree
but the tone is heated? [scale: I would not like to participate à I would like to participate]
14. [tone 3] How much would you like to participate in a political discussion where people
disagree but the tone is calm? [scale: I would not like to participate à I would like to
participate]
15. [tone 4] How much would you like to participate in a political discussion where people
disagree and the tone is heated? [scale: I would not like to participate à I would like to
participate]
16. [gender] What is your gender? [man / woman / other [____]]
17. [age] What is your age? [ ]
18. [race] What racial or ethnic group or groups best describes you? (select all that apply) [white / black
/ Hispanic / Asian / Native American / other (please specify):___]
19. [education] What is the highest level of education that you have completed? [did not complete
a high school degree / high school degree / some college / Associate’s degree / Bachelor’s
degree / graduate or professional degree]
20. [self-monitoring 1] When you are with other people, how often do you put on a show to impress
or entertain them? [always / most of the time / some of the time / once in a while / never]
21. [self-monitoring 2] When you are in a group of people, how often are you the center of
attention? [always / most of the time / some of the time / once in a while / never]
22. [self-monitoring 3] How good or poor of an actor would you be? [excellent / good / fair / poor
/ very poor]
23. Thank you for your participation! If you have any comments or feedback, add them below (if
not, leave blank): [_____]
Table A4. Predicting Discussion Desire by Treatments and Conflict Aversion
Variables
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Disagreement
-7.41
-6.92
-20.76
(3.04)
(2.70)
(5.28)
Heated
-28.46
-29.24
(3.04)
(2.70)
-

Model 4
-44.74
(4.59)
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Conflict Avoidance
Disagreement X
Conflict Avoidance
Heated X Conflict
Avoidance
Constant
N

72.34
(2.51)
391

0.49
(.05)
52.26
(2.92)
385

0.35
(.08)
0.23
(.10)
45.35
(3.83)
385

0.31
(.07)
0.35
(.09)
56.49
(3.25)
385

Dependent variable (discussion desire) is from 1 (“I would not like to participate”) to 100 (“I would like to
participate”). All models are OLS regressions. Model 1 regresses discussion desire on the heated (compared
to calm) and disagreement (as compared to agreement) treatment. Model 2 regresses discussion desire on
the heated (compared to calm) treatment, the disagreement (as compared to agreement) treatment, and
conflict avoidance. Model 3 regresses discussion desire on an interaction between the disagreement (as
compared to agreement) treatment and conflict avoidance. Model 4 regresses discussion desire on an
interaction between the heated (as compared to calm) treatment and conflict avoidance. Out of the 391
respondents who answered the dependent variable question, 6 respondents did not answer the conflict
avoidance question and thus Models 2, 3, and 4 are N=385.
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Appendix D: Study 4 (Prolific), 2020
Sample Information:
Prolific is a survey platform where participants sign up to get paid to take surveys (for more
information, see https://www.prolific.co). After recruiting participants from Prolific, participants
were redirected to take the survey on Qualtrics. The preventing multiple submissions options was
selected on Qualtrics.
Of this sample (N=1,045), 65.1% were Democrats, 20.36% were Republicans, and 14.53%
were pure independents. The sample had a mean ideology of 3.02 and standard deviation of 1.65
from extremely liberal (1) to extremely conservative (7). It was 50.48% female, 49.52% male; had
a mean age of 32.13 with a standard deviation of 12.17; and was 61.91% white and 38.09% either
mixed or full minority. As a comparison, American National Election Studies (ANES) 2020 data
has the following breakdown. The sample was 46.53% Democrats, 41.73% Republicans, and
11.74% pure independents; with a mean of 4.09 and standard deviation of 1.67 on a scale from 1
(extremely liberal) to 7 (extremely conservative). It was 53.74% female, 45.45% male, and 0.81%
NA; had a mean age of 51.59 with standard deviation of 17.21; and was 72.92% white and 27.08%
either mixed or full minority.
Survey:
2. [self-monitoring 1] When you are with other people, how often do you put on a show to impress
or entertain them? [always / most of the time / some of the time / once in a while / never]
3. [self-monitoring 2] When you are in a group of people, how often are you the center of
attention? [always / most of the time / some of the time / once in a while / never]
4. [self-monitoring 3] How good or poor of an actor would you be? [excellent / good / fair / poor
/ very poor]
5. [gender] What is your gender? [male / female / other]
6. [age] What is your age? [ ]
7. [race] What racial or ethnic group or groups best describes you? [white / black / Hispanic /
Asian / Native American / other]
8. [education] What is the highest level of education that you have completed? [did not complete
a high school degree / high school degree / some college / Associate’s degree / Bachelor’s
degree / graduate or professional degree]
9. [religiosity] Aside from weddings and funerals, how often do you attend religious services?
[more than once a week / once a week / once or twice a month / a few times a year / seldom /
never]
10. [employment] What is your current employment status? [full-time / part-time / temporarily
laid off / unemployed / retired / permanently disabled / homemaker / student / other:____]
11. [state] In what state do you currently live?
12. [ideology] We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a 7-point
scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal
to extremely conservative. Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you
thought much about this? [extremely liberal / liberal / slightly liberal / moderate / slightly
conservative / conservative / extremely conservative / don’t know]
13. [PID] Generally speaking, do you think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an
Independent, or what? [Republican / Democrat / independent / something else [____]]
a. Do you think of yourself as closer to the Republican Party or the Democratic Party?
16

[closer to the Republican Party / closer to the Democratic Party / neither]
b. Would you call yourself a strong [Democrat/Republican] or a not very strong
[Democrat/Republican]? [strong [Democrat/Republican] / not very strong
[Democrat/Republican]]
14. [PID identity] How important is being [a Democrat / a Republican / an Independent] to your
identity? [not at all important / a little important / moderately important / very important /
extremely important]
15. [affective polarization] Next, we’d like to get your feelings toward the two national parties.
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward
the party. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don’t feel favorable
toward the party and that you don’t care too much for that party. You would rate the party at
the 50-degree mark if you don’t feel particularly warm or cold toward the party. [randomize
order of a and b]
a. How would you rate Democrats? [0 to 100 degrees]
b. How would you rate Republicans? [0 to 100 degrees]
16. [randomize order of a and b]
a. [social polarization 1] How would you feel if you had a son or daughter who married
someone who votes for the Democratic Party? Would you feel unhappy or happy? [very
unhappy / unhappy / neutral / happy / very happy]
b. [social polarization 2] How would you feel if you had a son or daughter who married
someone who votes for the Republican Party? Would you feel unhappy or happy? [very
unhappy / unhappy / neutral / happy / very happy]
17. [polarization behavior measure] If you were trying to sell something and two people wanted
it, and you knew one was a Democrat and one was a Republican, what would you do? [sell it
to the Democrat / sell it to the Republican / find another way to sell it]
18. [randomize to treatment a, b, or c]
a. [control] Please write about what you had for breakfast this morning. Be as specific as
possible.
b. [treatment 1] Please write about a time someone brought up politics in a social setting
where you didn’t agree with what people said but the conversation was calm and
reasoned. Be as specific as possible. If you have not been in this situation, write about
an imagined time.
c. [treatment 2] Please write about a time someone brought up politics in a social setting
where you didn’t agree with what people said and the conversation was heated and
tense. Be as specific as possible. If you have not been in this situation, write about an
imagined time.
19. [if treatment b or c] Have you been in situations like the one from before or did you write about
an imagined time? [yes I have been in situations like this / no I haven’t been in situations like
this / I can’t remember]
a. [if yes] How did you react in the conversation? (check all that apply) [pretended I
agreed with them / tried to find common ground / left the conversation / tried to change
the topic / attacked their views / tried to learn]
b. [if yes] Did how much you liked the people you were with change how you reacted?
[yes, I reacted differently because I liked the people I was with / yes, I reacted
differently because I didn’t like the people I was with / no, I would have reacted the
same either way]
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c. [if yes] Did you learn anything from this conversation? [yes I learned a lot / yes but
nothing productive / not really / no, nothing]
d. [if yes] Did the conversation change how you thought about the people you were
talking to? [yes, I liked them more after the conversation / yes, I liked them less after
the conversation / no, I thought about them the exact same]
20. [attend] If you were invited to a social gathering where political discussions might happen,
would you go? [certainly not / probably not / maybe / probably / certainly]
21. [beliefs] How well do the following statements fit with your own views? [not well at all /
slightly well / moderately well / very well / extremely well]
a. You shouldn’t expect others to adopt the same ideas of right and wrong as you, because
there will always be a diversity of viewpoints in the world
b. Diversity of opinion is valuable in any group or organization
c. It is helpful to hear the political views of friends who disagree with me
d. I enjoy talking politics with other people in my life
e. I am interested in following what’s going on in government and public affairs
f. There is always more to learn about politics
22. If you would like to add comments or feedback: [_____]
Table A5. Effect of Heated Tone on Discussion Reactions and Outcomes
Variables
Pretend18
Common19
Left20
Change21
Attack22
Heated
-0.43
-0.66
1.53
0.46
0.84
(.33)
(.17)
(.21)
(.18)
(.22)
Constant
-2.32
0.35
-1.79
-0.92
-1.73
(.21)
(.12)
(.17)
(.13)
(.17)
N
546
546
546
546
546

Tried23
-1.06
(.19)
-0.26
(.12)
546
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Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected this choice and 0 otherwise.
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected this choice and 0 otherwise.
20
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected this choice and 0 otherwise.
21
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected this choice and 0 otherwise.
22
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected this choice and 0 otherwise.
23
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected this choice and 0 otherwise.
19
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Table A5. Effect of Heated Tone on Discussion Reactions and Outcomes (continued)
Variables
Learned24
React,
React,
Like
Like
Attend29
25
26
27
28
Like
Dislike
More
Less
Heated
-0.86
-0.02
0.39
-1.21
1.23
-0.08
(.25)
(.18)
(.38)
(.50)
(.20)
(.08)
Calm
-0.01
(.08)
Constant
-1.28
-0.52
-2.56
-2.09
-1.34
2.98
(.14)
(.13)
(.29)
(.21)
(.15)
(.06)
N
548
517
356
369
518
1,046
Table A5. Effect of Heated Tone on Discussion Reactions and Outcomes (continued)
Variables
Agrees30
Social31
Diversity32
Enjoy33
Interested34 Learn35
Heated
-0.01
0.04
0.02
-0.23
0.02
-0.08
(.08)
(.08)
(.09)
(.09)
(.10)
(.08)
Calm
0.12
0.07
0.25
-0.01
-0.01
-0.02
(.08)
(.07)
(.09)
(.09)
(.09)
(.08)

24

Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected “learned a lot” and 0 otherwise.
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected “yes, I reacted differently because I liked the people I was
with” and 0 if respondent selected “no, I would have reacted the same either way.”
26
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected “yes, I reacted differently because I didn’t like the people I
was with” and 0 if respondent selected “no, I would have reacted the same either way.”
27
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected “yes, I liked them more after the conversation” and 0 if
respondent selected “no, I thought about them the exact same.”
28
Variable coded as 1 if respondent selected “yes, I liked them less after the conversation” and 0 if
respondent selected “no, I thought about them the exact same.”
29
Variable coded from 1 (“certainly not”) to 5 (“certainly”). This question was asked of those in the
treatment and control conditions and thus the model predicts attend by both heated and calm in comparison
to the control.
30
Variable coded from 1 (“not well at all”) to 5 (“extremely well”). This question was asked of those in the
treatment and control conditions and thus the model predicts agrees by both heated and calm in comparison
to the control.
31
Variable coded from 1 (“not well at all”) to 5 (“extremely well”). This question was asked of those in the
treatment and control conditions and thus the model predicts social by both heated and calm in comparison
to the control.
32
Variable coded from 1 (“not well at all”) to 5 (“extremely well”). This question was asked of those in the
treatment and control conditions and thus the model predicts diversity by both heated and calm in
comparison to the control.
33
Variable coded from 1 (“not well at all”) to 5 (“extremely well”). This question was asked of those in the
treatment and control conditions and thus the model predicts enjoy by both heated and calm in comparison
to the control.
34
Variable coded from 1 (“not well at all”) to 5 (“extremely well”). This question was asked of those in the
treatment and control conditions and thus the model predicts interested by both heated and calm in
comparison to the control.
35
Variable coded from 1 (“not well at all”) to 5 (“extremely well”). This question was asked of those in the
treatment and control conditions and thus the model predicts learn by both heated and calm in comparison
to the control.
25
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Constant

3.59
(.06)
1,046

N

3.70
(.05)
1,045

3.02
(.06)
1,046

2.56
(.06)
1,040

3.32
(.06)
1,042

3.78
(.06)
1,044

All models are bivariate regressions. Models with binary dependent variable are logistic regressions while
those with continuous dependent variables are OLS regressions with robust standard errors. Pretend,
common, left, change, attack, tried, learned, react like, react dislike, like more and like less were asked of
only the treatment conditions where respondents said they wrote about a real time (N=548). 2 respondents
did not answer the reaction question (pretend, common, left, change, attack, tried). The rest of the questions
were asked of both the treatment and control conditions and so the N is higher: 1,046 answered the attend
and beliefs questions (agrees, social, diversity, enjoy, interested, and learn). However, 1 did not respond to
social, 6 did not respond to enjoy, 4 did not respond to interested and 2 did not respond to learn.

Partisanship:
Out of the 1,045 participants, only 381 explicitly mentioned partisanship (43 talked about copartisans and 338 talked about out-partisans). Dropping these from the analyses to ensure they are
not driving the results, leads to same general findings (although with larger confidence intervals,
of course). See Figures 1 and 2 from the main text dropping those 381 participants below.
Figure A2. Reactions by Tone Treatments
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Dependent variables are coded as likelihood of choosing certain responses (as compared to not choosing
them). 95% confidence intervals shown.
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Figure A3. Outcomes by Tone Treatments
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Dependent variables are coded as likelihood of choosing certain responses (as compared to not choosing
them). 95% confidence intervals shown.
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